Message from General Manager
NOK Precision Component (Thailand) Ltd.

Vision for Knowledge-Based Society

NOK Precision Component (Thailand) Ltd. has been established since 2001. We produce Plastic and Elastomer precision part for HDD, Electronic and Automotive industry. Behind our business success during the past 5 years, it came from our employee power. Questions which always coming to us is “How do we make people happy to do their jobs?” By our philosophy that we believe is “Everybody is smart”. They have a chance and support to show their abilities through company activities and training.

Knowledge is our answer. We set up knowledge base in our company and set a chance to all to access and connect to our knowledge which we provided for them. IT and Intranet is the way that we utilized to share our knowledge. Library and communication are provided also. Comply with our activities such as 5S, Safety, Kaizen Suggestion System, TPM, QCC, and Happy work place - programs etc., and our e-application in many fields such as e-documentation, e-KM, e-performance, e-engineering etc., our employee has gotten more chance to share their view and action.

Regarding to our conducted activities, we have received many awards; example “Thailand 5S Awards 2006”, “Energy Management Prime Minister Award 2007”, “TPA Automation Kaizen Award 2007”, “Silver Zero Accident Award 2007”, “Best Supplier Awards from HGST 2004, 2006” etc.

With our believe that “The more we give, the more we can get”, we also set up teaching programs to external society especially for schools and government section. We share our knowledge and successful activities in our website name; www.nokpct.com. In order to let more effective knowledge base society, we aim to set up e-community to share knowledge to people who interested in our successful story via www.nokpct.net which plan to complete construction on this November. Please be welcome and kindly share yours knowledge and comments.

I hope we can make our world happy and peaceful with our hand and knowledge sharing.

Surapong Supajanya
(General Manager)